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ABSTRACT

Symbolic execution has become a popular technique for software testing and vulnerability detection. Most implementations transform the program under analysis to some intermediate representation (IR), which is then used as a basis for symbolic execution. There is a multitude of available IRs, and even more approaches to transform target programs into a respective IR.

When developing a symbolic execution engine, one needs to choose an IR, but it is not clear which influence the IR generation process has on the resulting system. What are the respective benefits for symbolic execution of generating IR from source code versus lifting machine code? Does the distinction even matter? What is the impact of not using an IR, executing machine code directly? We feel that there is little scientific evidence backing the answers to those questions. Therefore, we first develop a methodology for systematic comparison of different approaches to symbolic execution; we then use it to evaluate the impact of the choice of IR and IR generation. We make our comparison framework available to the community for future research.

CCS CONCEPTS

- Security and privacy → Software security engineering; - Software and its engineering → Software testing and debugging.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Symbolic execution has gained popularity as a means of exploring software states without predefined inputs, leading to an increase of the coverage of the tested program, which is, e.g., very attractive for bug finding. Conceptually, a symbolic execution engine keeps track of how each intermediate value is computed while executing a program. Whenever the program hits a conditional statement, the symbolic execution engine can pass the collected information to a solver in order to generate program inputs that yield the desired outcome at the branch point. In other words, symbolic execution can ideally generate exactly one input for each possible path through the program under test.

Recent years have seen the development of several symbolic execution engines, both in academic environments and by commercial actors [1]. However, the performance of symbolic execution remains a major challenge, especially when the technique is applied to larger software systems. Recent work has shown that combining symbolic execution with fuzz testing has the potential of handling the weaknesses of either approach and combining their strengths [39, 43]. In this context, the speed of symbolic execution is of the essence: exploration is driven by the fuzzer, which also takes care of vulnerability checks, and the only task of the symbolic execution engine is to generate relevant new test inputs as quickly as possible. It is therefore of utmost importance to obtain a better understanding of how the various design decisions in symbolic execution affect its performance.

Typically, symbolic execution engines translate the program under test to an intermediate representation (IR) which they can subsequently execute symbolically. Generating the IR from binary may be the only solution when source code is not available. Testing the binary directly also has the advantage of testing the “shipped” product, independently of source language and compiler [4]. However, when source is available, both approaches are possible and the choice of how to generate IR is a distinguishing factor between the various approaches. There is quite some conventional wisdom surrounding it: one intuition is that high level source code semantics (e.g., buffer boundaries, types) can be preserved and will make symbolic execution, and bug finding, more efficient [14]. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no systematic study backing such claims. The goal of our work is therefore to systematically assess how the choice of IR, and the process of generating it, influence various aspects of symbolic execution.

We select several popular implementations, each with their own mechanism for IR generation, and compare them to discern the
effect on their relative performance. In particular, we aim at an-
swering the following research questions:

1. Is there a benefit in generating IR from source code as com-
pared to IR generation from binaries?
2. Are there significant differences between symbolic execution 
of different IRs generated from the same programs? What 
about the special case of symbolically executing machine 
code directly?

Along the way, we discovered that the presumably simple engi-
neering task of setting up a number of symbolic execution engines 
in a stable environment and running a fair comparison on them is 
actually quite a challenge in itself. We therefore make our environ-
ment and dataset publicly available.

In summary, our contributions are the following:

- We devise a framework for systematic comparison of differ-
ent implementations of symbolic execution.
- We provide an assessment of the impact that the choice 
of IR generation mechanism has on the performance of a 
symbolic execution engine and derive recommendations for 
future work in symbolic execution.
- We publish our setup and data as a common basis for future 
evaluations.

2 BACKGROUND
This section gives the reader required background information. 
We focus on the general idea of symbolic execution as well as 
intermediate representations and SMT solving, before the next 
section puts the subject of our research in the more general context 
of designing a symbolic execution engine.

2.1 Symbolic Execution
Symbolic execution was originally proposed by King in 1975 [22]. It 
was envisioned as a technique for software testing that is more rig-
orous than manual tests and more practical than formal verification. 
The early 2000s have finally seen the development of several more 
or less practical symbolic execution engines (e.g., [9]), fueled by 
significant improvements in Boolean satisfiability (SAT) and satisfi-
ability modulo theories (SMT) solving [44], and the field continues 
to be very active to this day.

At the core of most modern symbolic execution engines, an inter-
preter runs the program under test while keeping a record of 
how each intermediate value in the program is computed. Those 
computations are typically expressed in the logic of bit vectors and 
arrays. A noteworthy exception is Qsym [43], to be discussed in 
more detail later, which executes x86 machine code directly. When-
ever the target program encounters a conditional whose outcome 
depends on intermediate values, the symbolic execution engine 
can express the condition in terms of the original input values of 
the program, using the knowledge of how the intermediate values 
were derived from the inputs in the course of execution. An SMT 
solver can in many cases solve the expression corresponding to the 
desired result of the conditional (the so-called path constraints) for 
the input values; in other words, the solver generates inputs that 
cause the program to run up to the conditional and then take the 
desired path out of it.

When symbolic execution is used with the goal of testing an en-
tire program, the execution engine typically tries to follow each path 
out of any conditional statement, i.e., it forks and tries to generate 
inputs for each possible outcome. A common problem arising from 
forking at each conditional is path explosion: the number of paths 
to explore grows exponentially over time. More recent approaches 
combine symbolic execution with fast random testing [39, 43]. In 
this latter scenario, a fuzzer selects interesting inputs and symbolic 
execution merely follows a fixed path dictated by a given concrete 
program input; the symbolic execution engine thus does not have 
to cope with path explosion. It just uses the solver to compute 
inputs that diverge from the predetermined path at any desired 
point, possibly even trading precision for speed [43]. Especially 
in this hybrid setting, faster symbolic execution amounts to more 
tested code and—all else being equal—a higher chance of detecting 
vulnerabilities.

2.2 Intermediate Representation
When emulating the execution of a program, symbolic execution 
faces the challenge that the instruction sets of modern CPUs are 
large and complex; writing a symbolic emulator for them is not 
trivial. Therefore, it is common to lift the program under test to 
some intermediate representation, which is then emulated. Sym-

dolic execution at the IR level also increases portability: in order to 
support a new architecture, one “only” needs to reimplement the 
IR generator, while the rest of the system can remain unchanged. 
Symbolic execution engines differ in the choice of IR and in their 
approach to generating IR from either a binary or from source code. 
We refer to the process as IR generation, no matter whether the 
initial artifact is a machine-code binary or source-code files, because 
the term lifting is only appropriate for IR generation that starts 
from machine code. The choice of IR-generation mechanism has 
a considerable influence on several aspects of symbolic execution, 
which is the motivation for this study.

2.3 SMT solving
Symbolic execution engines need to solve path constraints for input 
values; in other words, they need to solve formulas in the logic of 
bitvectors and arrays (see Section 5.5 for examples). The field of SMT 
solving provides tools to address this (generally hard [23]) problem: 
in many cases, modern SMT solvers can solve such difficult queries 
in acceptable time, using various heuristics that are themselves 
an active area of research. It is, however, in the best interest of 
any symbolic execution engine to generate queries in a form that 
SMT solvers can solve quickly. We conjecture that the way IR is 
generated has a profound impact on the complexity of the resulting 
SMT queries.

3 DESIGN SPACE
While this study focuses on the generation of intermediate repre-
sentations and the impact of that choice on the overall performance 
of symbolic execution, the design of a symbolic execution engine 
involves many other decisions. In this section, we give an overview 
of important dimensions in the design space and frame our par-
ticular object of study, namely the IR generation process, in the 
larger context. We refer interested readers to the recent survey by
Baldoni et al. [1] for a more comprehensive discussion of symbolic execution techniques in general.

Figure 1 gives an overview of the components in a typical symbolic execution engine. We focus on IR and its execution, which is the core part that is present in every such system. There may be additional components, such as security checks and a machinery for state forking and scheduling. However, they are dropped in more recent symbolic execution engines, where symbolic execution functions in concert with a fuzzer which takes care of crash detection and input prioritization [39, 43].

3.1 Path Selection
At each branching point in the program under analysis, a symbolic execution engine faces the decision which path to follow. In King’s original proposal, the user was prompted every time [22]. Modern systems typically employ heuristics that do not rely on user interaction. There are two major approaches:

1. **Concolic execution** follows the path dictated by a given concrete input, typically generating new inputs along the way that leave the predetermined path. In this case, the question of path selection is addressed externally; it mostly revolves around choosing a concrete input to process in each iteration of the system. Examples of symbolic execution engines that follow this approach are SAGE [20] and the symbolic components of Driller [39] and Qsym [43].

2. Some symbolic execution engines choose to pursue all feasible code paths simultaneously, conceptually forking the executor at each branching point. The scheduling of the resulting execution states is a crucial element of those systems’ design because a good selection strategy may quickly guide execution toward unexplored code, while less sophisticated strategies risk getting stuck (e.g., in loops). KLEE [8] and Mayhem [10] are examples of symbolic execution engines that conceptually follow all code paths at once.

While the path selection strategy is crucial for the effectiveness of conventional symbolic execution, it is irrelevant for the more recent systems running symbolic execution in concolic mode along with a fuzzer. Therefore, we use concolic mode for all systems, implementing it where necessary. Concolic execution allows us to pass the same fixed input to all engines and trust that they follow the same code path.

3.2 Incremental Solving
As symbolic execution follows a path through the code under analysis, it collects the constraints imposed on symbolic data at each branching point. The resulting path constraints are used whenever a branching point is encountered: execution may proceed down a path if and only if there exists a concrete value for the symbolic data that fulfills (1) all path constraints conjoined with (2) the desired outcome of the branching condition; the latter is subsequently added to the path constraints. Intuitively, the consequence is that path constraints are large conjunctions that build up incrementally, one conjunct per branching point in the program. Modern SMT solvers can take advantage of the incremental nature of resulting SMT queries, conceptually reusing knowledge gained in answering previous queries when processing the next increment. Liu et al. showed that incremental solving indeed leads to significant performance improvements in practice [27].

For reasons unknown to us, there are symbolic execution engines that do not use incremental solving. When evaluating query complexity in our study, we therefore reset the SMT solver before each query, essentially preventing it from exploiting any incremental nature in the queries. This eliminates differences unrelated to our subject of study, which would otherwise skew the results.

3.3 Interleaved Execution
Symbolic execution is only necessary when the executed code works with symbolic data—when everything is concrete, the code can as well be executed natively, which is usually significantly faster. Therefore, many symbolic execution engines have support for alternating back and forth between symbolic execution and some form of direct execution for code that does not work with symbolic data. For instance, Qsym distinguishes at the instruction level whether the code to be executed has symbolic inputs. It then only instruments instructions that need to handle symbolic data by adding complementary symbolic computations [43]. The approaches taken by the different symbolic execution engines vary in granularity and concrete execution mechanism, but they share the common goal of using fast execution techniques as often as possible and only falling back to slow symbolic execution when necessary. Therefore, even slow symbolic executors may achieve a high overall performance in terms of test coverage per time if they manage to execute a large portion of the code under test natively.

Among the systems in our study, some allow the user to configure whether or not code with only concrete data is executed natively, whereas others do not work without interleaved concrete execution or do not support it at all. We take great care to compare only results obtained using similar strategies when measurements are affected by this aspect of symbolic execution. We discuss this problem in more detail in Section 5.4.

There are many more degrees of freedom in the design of a symbolic execution system, such as the approach to state forking, query caching techniques, and vulnerability detection mechanisms. However, since we focus on concolic execution (e.g., in concert with a fuzzer) those factors do not impact our experimental setup. Therefore, we do not discuss them here and refer to the literature for details [1].

4 APPROACHES UNDER ANALYSIS
In this study, we compare common IR generation approaches, each represented by a tool that implements the approach. Our test set includes KLEE [8] for source-based IR generation, S2E [11] for binary-based generation, angr [38] as a binary-based approach with a different IR, and Qsym [43] as representative for systems that do not use IR at all. This section presents each of the tools, before the next section details the actual analysis. Unless otherwise noted, when talking about machine code we refer to the x86 and AMD64 instruction sets.

KLEE. Published in 2008, KLEE [8] is a well-known symbolic execution engine that is commonly used as a basis for further research [7, 11, 13, 14, 24, 33]. KLEE interprets LLVM bitcode, the
intermediate representation of the LLVM compiler framework. Notably, the C/C++ compiler clang can emit LLVM bitcode, which is the IR generation approach proposed originally by KLEE’s authors.\footnote{We use clang version 3.8 with wllvm version 1.2.2 to generate LLVM bitcode.} This makes KLEE unique in our study: it is the only tool that generates IR from source code rather than lifting binaries. It uses the SMT solver STP \cite{stp} by default but also supports Z3 \cite{z3}, which we use as a common ground in our study. KLEE executes all user code at the IR level.

\textit{S2E.} In order to address several perceived shortcomings of KLEE, Chipounov et al. proposed Selective Symbolic Execution (S2E) \cite{selective}. It builds on top of KLEE but executes programs inside a full virtual operating system. The important difference for our purposes is that S2E generates IR from binaries instead of source code. The program and its environment run inside QEMU \cite{qemu}, a system emulator based on binary translation, and a lifter from QEMU’s internal representation to LLVM IR converts the code to a format suitable for consumption by KLEE on demand. Only code interacting with symbolic data is executed symbolically; all other code, including the emulated operating system, runs directly in QEMU. Note that KLEE and S2E use the same symbolic execution engine as well as the same IR but different mechanisms to generate it. This similarity allows us to compare their respective IR generation strategies without the measurement noise from other differences.

\textit{angr.} Shoshitaishvili et al. created angr \cite{angr} with the goal of implementing various previously published binary-analysis techniques in a single framework in order to make them comparable.

\textit{Qsym.} Yun et al. argue that IR generation and semantic discrepancy between the machine code and IR instruction sets are a major hindrance in modern symbolic execution \cite{qsym}. To address this problem, they propose Qsym, a symbolic execution engine that directly executes instrumented machine code. The implementation of the symbolic executor is more involved than in conventional IR-based systems, having to handle the large and complex instruction sets of modern CPUs, but the authors argue that the significant performance gains justify the additional implementation work. In our study, we are interested in Qsym precisely because of its lack of IR generation mechanism. The system supplies an interesting data point for our analysis of execution speed and SMT query complexity. Qsym decides at the instruction level whether to execute symbolically or natively.

Among many tools for binary analysis, angr provides a symbolic execution engine based on VEX, the intermediate representation used by the Valgrind tools \cite{valgrind}. The system translates binaries to VEX IR, which is then interpreted by angr’s symbolic executor. The user can configure whether code that handles only concrete data is passed on to the Unicorn CPU emulator \cite{unicorn}. The core emulator is implemented in Python in order to facilitate quick experimentation and scripting. This decision influences execution speed in comparison with tools that are written in lower-level programming languages. We discuss the aspect in more detail during our analysis.\footnote{The authors recommend executing angr in PyPy, a JIT-compiling implementation of Python; we use PyPy version 5.1.2.}

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
Name & Version & IR & IR generator & Solver(s) & Programming language & Concrete execution \\
\hline
KLEE & 4efd7f6 & LLVM & Clang (from source) & Z3 (4.4.1), others & C++ & None \\
S2E & 2018-09-24 & LLVM & QEMU + lifter & Z3 (4.7.1) & C, C++ (mostly) & QEMU with KVM \\
angr & 7.8.8.1 & VEX & libvex & Z3 (4.5.1) & Python & Unicorn \\
Qsym & 6f00c3d & x86 machine code & n/a & Z3 (4.3.0) & C++ (mostly) & Directly on the CPU \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Comparison of design choices relevant to our study in the four symbolic execution engines that we analyze.}
\end{table}
5 EVALUATION

This section conducts the actual measurements. Recall that our ultimate goal is to answer the following research questions:

1. What is the impact on symbolic execution of generating IR from source code as opposed to IR generation from binaries?
2. Does one IR perform better than others when IR generation is comparable? What is the impact of not using IR at all?
3. How much does the translation to IR increase or decrease the number of instructions?
4. How efficiently can we execute the resulting IR?
5. How hard are the solver queries derived from the IR?

In order to answer those high-level questions, we need to decide on concretely measurable properties that supply the necessary evidence. What do we expect of an ideal IR generation technique for symbolic execution? Since we are going to execute the IR, we want it to be easy to interpret efficiently, and we want it to be concise. Moreover, since SMT solving consumes a considerable portion of the overall analysis time, we would like the IR to lead to SMT queries that the solver can answer quickly. We therefore evaluate the various IR generation mechanisms under three aspects motivated by the observations above:

1. How does the translation to IR affect the number of instructions?
2. How efficiently can we execute the resulting IR?
3. How hard are the solver queries derived from the IR?

We first discuss our methodology and the non-trivial task of generating a set of programs that are supported by all the symbolic execution engines we selected. Then we investigate the effect on the number of instructions before presenting the results on execution speed and query complexity. Interested readers will find additional visualizations and a link to raw data in the appendix. We discuss the implications of our results in the next section, where we also answer the research questions.

5.1 Experimental Setup

A core challenge in assessing the impact of IR and IR generation on symbolic execution is that different symbolic execution engines generally differ in many factors, not just the IR generation process. For instance, KLEE and angr differ in how they generate IR, but in addition to this aspect relevant to our study there are other differences that introduce noise into our measurements:

- One is implemented in C++, the other in Python. We find that this has a major impact on the speed of symbolic execution.
- Their respective execution engines vary in search strategy, i.e., they use different heuristics for prioritizing execution states. Some simple heuristics like depth-first search are supported by both but generally do not lead to interesting paths through the software under test [10, 37].
- The systems have been developed with different goals in mind. While the one focuses on speed and fully automatic execution, the other places some emphasis on scriptability and interactive exploration.
- Implementations of symbolic execution may be faulty. While our goal is to evaluate a given approach, we can only analyze the implementation at hand and have to trust that it faithfully represents the approach. Previous work has shown that there can be discrepancies [34].

It is therefore difficult to isolate the effects of IR generation from the influence of other differences. One option would be to implement a grand unified symbolic execution engine working on top of the various IRs in order to eliminate most variables. However, the symbolic execution engines we analyze are tuned to the properties of their respective IR; for instance, KLEE can run optimizations on the input LLVM bitcode that are meant to compensate some shortcomings of the IR generation process and make the IR more suitable for symbolic execution. We felt that running the IR of the various systems in a more generic execution engine would lead to a less fair comparison. Instead, we strove to eliminate as many variables as possible by identifying design decisions that could introduce noise into our measurements (see Section 3) and making minimal changes to all systems in order to remove any such differences (discussed below). We believe that such an analysis, despite its possible limitations, yields the most valuable insights into the problem at hand.

While measuring the impact on code size of each system is relatively easy, in order to evaluate the execution speed and the complexity of generated queries we first had to find a set of binaries that all four symbolic execution engines under analysis are able to execute. We remark that this has turned out to be a significant challenge: while the four systems share an overall goal, the specifics vary enough to make it difficult to find binaries for which each tool is usable. We discuss the implications for our benchmarks in more detail below.

After some experimentation, we decided to use the programs from DARPA’s Cyber Grand Challenge (CGC) for our evaluation, mainly for two reasons: First, the CGC programs have explicitly been designed as a test suite for automated vulnerability detection and exploitation systems. They are supposed to exhibit common code patterns. Moreover, they run on DECREE, a Linux-based operating system with a simplified system call interface, originally designed in order to reduce the engineering burden on the participants in the CGC competition. This makes it easier for us to add missing support to symbolic execution engines. Second, S2E and angr were used by teams participating in the CGC. Therefore, those tools are known to work with the CGC programs. Furthermore, the authors of Qsym evaluate their system on a variant of the CGC binaries in the original publication [43]. The CGC suite contains a total of 131 different programs.

As discussed in Section 3.1, the choice of path selection and scheduling algorithms has a major impact on symbolic execution. We eliminate this potential source of noise in our measurements by evaluating concolic execution, i.e., we make symbolic execution follow the path determined by a fixed input. In particular, we use the proofs of vulnerability (PoVs) provided by DARPA for each CGC application. They represent interactions with the applications that exercise bugs. Where multiple such PoVs are available, we choose the first. Our input selection procedure is thus analogous to the Qsym authors’ strategy. The motivation to use the PoVs for test input, as outlined by Yun et al. [43], is the implicit assumption that inputs reaching the bugs in the CGC applications exercise interesting portions of code.

DARPA provides the PoVs in a custom XML format designed to describe the interaction with a target application. We wrote a
tool that translates the XML description to raw data; we skip applications where the translation of the corresponding PoVs was not possible. This happens in a few cases where the input exercising the vulnerability in a program depended on previous output received from the program—the XML format provides facilities for handling such scenarios, but the same logic cannot be reflected in raw data inputs. We confirmed with the authors of Qsym that this aspect of our procedure is analogous to their evaluation, helping comparability.

All four symbolic execution engines required modifications or extensions for our experiments. We strove to keep our changes to the engines minimal in order to avoid interference, and we make our modifications available to the community. Concretely, we added 134 lines of code (LoC) to KLEE (partial support for mmap and munmap), 67 LoC to S2E (time measurements and early termination of execution states), 19 LoC to angr and 26 LoC to Qsym (timing and query logging in both cases). We wrote considerably more code, but it is concerned with the generation of suitably compiled programs, conversion of the inputs provided by DARPA into the right formats, proper invocation of the tools, automated measurements, etc.—it does not affect the inner workings of the engines under analysis.

We execute each symbolic execution engine on each CGC application with a timeout of 30 minutes and a memory limit of 24 GB. The experiments run under Ubuntu 16.04 and each use one core of an Intel Xeon Gold 6130 CPU. We skip any applications that are not supported by all engines. Note that, while 30 minutes of symbolic execution would be far too short for vulnerability discovery, we do not let the systems explore the target applications freely. Instead, we execute symbolically along a predetermined path (which, coincidentally, is known to lead to a vulnerability), observing run-time aspects such as the speed of execution and generated SMT queries on the way. The time frame of 30 minutes is sufficient to finish execution in most cases; we exclude any experiments that run into a timeout or exceed the memory quota.

5.2 Benchmark size

Out of the 131 CGC programs, only 24 execute successfully in all four symbolic execution engines (see Table 2; Appendix C describes the applications). While IR generation is not typically a problem since all systems use mature generators, incompatibilities of the IR execution engines precluded successful analysis in many cases. For example, KLEE immediately exits if the program under test contains floating-point instructions; we compiled the target programs statically to make sure that the offending instructions only occur in programs where they are strictly required, but even so KLEE exhibits the smallest number of supported programs. In the case of angr, its focus on scripting and interactive exploration often renders it too slow to work on large binaries. S2E, in turn, has only recently gained the ability to track data through MMX/SSE registers; in earlier versions, the contents of such registers were concretized, causing the symbolic execution engine to lose track of the corresponding symbolic expressions. Note that SSE registers are used in prominent places, such as the strcmp and strncmp functions in GNU libc. The example of S2E also demonstrates that adding all missing features ourselves was not an option: the code for MMX/SSE register support alone amounts to roughly 1400 lines of C/C++ across various libraries [35]; and this addresses a single limitation in a single tool. In general, the missing features typically depend on time-consuming engineering—which is presumably why they have not been implemented in the first place. Similar problems have been described by Qu and Robinson [30] and by Xu et al. [42]. Finally, fairness requires us to base our comparison only on targets that are supported by all engines, which further restricts the test set.

The lack of extensive tool support is the main reason why we believe it is not currently possible to compare symbolic execution engines on large sets of applications, especially on applications with high complexity. Even assembling a set of 24 applications that work with all four symbolic execution tools in our analysis has cost us significant time and effort. Under such circumstances, is there even value in the comparison? We strongly believe that there is, for two reasons:

1. Even on a limited data set we can see trends; such observations add rigor to a discussion that has until now been driven by intuition and anecdotal evidence.

2. As a community, we should incentivize comparable research—if a new tool in the field cannot meaningfully be compared to existing approaches, we cannot assess its value. We should therefore strive to establish a shared benchmarking methodology and data set; this paper attempts to take a step in that direction.

5.3 Code Size

We have previously mentioned the intuition that IR derived from source code contains “more high-level information” than binary-based IR; a more precise way of expressing this intuition is to say that we expect source-derived IR to contain more semantic information per IR statement than IR derived from binaries. In order to test this hypothesis we apply the IR generation techniques under analysis to a fixed set of programs and compare the resulting number of IR instructions. The base line for our experiments is the number of machine-code instructions.

In addition to the CGC programs discussed above, we use the programs of version 8.30 of the coreutils suite [19] for this comparison; they are a popular benchmark in the literature on symbolic execution. For each binary in the set of test programs (i.e., CGC and coreutils), we recover the CFG with angr and subsequently apply each symbolic execution engine’s IR translation mechanism to all discovered basic blocks. This requires wrapping the relevant

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Qsym</th>
<th>S2E</th>
<th>angr</th>
<th>KLEE</th>
<th>all</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Execution speed (Section 5.4)</td>
<td>70.2%</td>
<td>66.4%</td>
<td>75.6%</td>
<td>35.1%</td>
<td>18.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Query complexity (Section 5.5)</td>
<td>57.3%</td>
<td>74.8%</td>
<td>87.8%</td>
<td>38.9%</td>
<td>17.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Percentage of CGC programs (out of 131) that we were able to use per experiment and symbolic execution engine. See Appendix C for more details.

---

3There is the additional effect that some information is actually lost during compilation, such as buffer sizes [12]. This is a concern for security checks that may be part of a symbolic execution engine but does not affect the core components of symbolic execution that we focus on in this study (see Figure 1).
whereas the latter offers a Python interface which we use from a

The simplest case is native execution of machine code

on the CPU, possibly with some sort of instrumentation.
we obtain a measure of execution speed that is comparable across different IR generation processes. In terms of Table 4, we capture the last two columns, which contain any possible execution of IR. The result is a quantity that we call execution rate; it represents the number of instructions executed per unit of time. Figure 3 shows the rates we measured. For comparability between different IRs, we translate the execution rates from IR instructions per time to the common basis of machine instructions per time using the inflation factors from Table 3.4

4See Appendix B for a visualization of the untranslated rates, expressed in IR instructions per time.

Apart from the difficulty of handling different execution modes, the question of execution speed is particularly prone to being influenced by other factors than merely the IR generation process. In particular, the programming language that a symbolic executor is implemented in has a large effect on how fast it can execute its IR and emulated native execution would otherwise be too high.

Table 4 shows the use of the various execution modes by the systems in our analysis. We are interested in the execution of IR, so for the purpose of this study we count only instructions executed in one of the two IR modes, and we only measure the time spent in those modes.

In order to assess the speed of execution we count the number of instructions executed at the IR level and the time spent on said execution while conducting the experiments described in Section 5.1. In terms of Table 4, we capture the last two columns, which contains any possible execution of IR. The result is a quantity that we call execution rate; it represents the number of instructions executed per unit of time. Figure 3 shows the rates we measured. For comparability between different IRs, we translate the execution rates from IR instructions per time to the common basis of machine instructions per time using the inflation factors from Table 3.4 In other words, we obtain a measure of execution speed that is comparable across different IR generation processes.

Table 4: Execution modes used by the symbolic execution engines in our study. For Qsym, the "IR" in symbolic mode is machine code.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Native</th>
<th>Native</th>
<th>IR</th>
<th>IR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(emulated)</td>
<td>(concrete)</td>
<td>(symbolic)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qsym</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2E</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>angr</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KLEE</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This is what Qsym does for concrete execution, and S2E uses QEMU with KVM enabled, resulting in a similar effect.

Native (emulated) This case is similar to raw native execution, except that the CPU is emulated. angr uses emulated native execution for code that does not work with symbolic data.

IR (symbolic) When code works with symbolic data, it has to be translated to IR, which is then interpreted symbolically. All four systems in our study use this mode; in the case of Qsym, the "IR" is machine code.

IR (concrete) KLEE does not support interleaved concrete execution, so even code that works with only concrete data is executed at the IR level. Similarly, angr may heuristically choose to run even concrete computations with IR in situations where the cost of switching back and forth between IR and emulated native execution would otherwise be too high.

We observe that Qsym executes its "IR" the fastest, followed by KLEE, S2E and angr. This matches our intuition, given that Qsym uses QEMU with KVM enabled, resulting in a similar speed. Moreover, S2E has to generate IR on the fly while, in the case of KLEE, IR generation is a preprocessing step. We largely attribute angr’s lower execution rate to the fact that its symbolic reasoning is implemented in Python, whereas S2E uses C++. See Appendix B for data supporting this hypothesis.

In summary, the measurement of execution rates supports the hypothesis that low-level IR can be executed faster than high-level IR, and that LLVM bitcode and VEX IR have quite similar properties when it comes to IR interpretation. Note that "low-level IR" refers to the level of abstraction of the IR language, not of the artifact that the IR was generated from. For instance, raw machine code (Qsym) is executed faster than LLVM bitcode (KLEE and S2E). However, the source of the translation still impacts the concision of the generated IR (see Section 5.3)—e.g., LLVM bitcode generated from binaries (S2E) is typically more verbose than bitcode generated from source code (KLEE) and hence requires more time to perform equivalent computations.

5.5 Query Complexity

Along with IR execution, SMT solving is one of the major workloads in symbolic execution [27, 29]. Consequently, there is promise in exploring to which extent the IR generation process impacts the difficulty of the SMT queries arising during execution. Intuitively, if IR carries a lot of semantic information it should be possible for the symbolic executor to formulate succinct queries. For example, consider the program in Listing 1; it just reads five bytes from standard input, checks a number of conditions on the input and prints a result message. Listings 2 and 3 show the queries generated by S2E and KLEE, respectively, for the C expression data[3] == 55. While the semantic content is the same in both queries, note how S2E expresses the equality check in bit-wise AND and OR operations as...
well as a bit-vector addition; the query is more similar to machine code than to the original C code. The KLEE-generated query, in contrast, resembles the source code rather closely. This example illustrates the notion that queries with identical semantics can be formulated in different ways, which may differ in the difficulty they pose for SMT solvers.

Listing 1: A simple program to demonstrate SMT queries.
```c
#include <stdio.h>

int main(int argc, char* argv[]) {
    char data[5];
    for (int i = 0; i < 5; i++)
        data[i] = getchar();
    if (data[0] > 15 && data[1] == 32 &&
        printf("Correct!
");
    else
        printf("Try again...\n");
    return 0;
}
```

```
(= (_ bv0 64)
 (bvand
  (bvadd
    ;: 0xFFFFFFFFFFFC09
    (_ bv18446744073709551561 64)
  ) (_ zero_extend 56)
 ) (_ extract 7 0)
 (bvor
  (bvand
    (_ zero_extend 56)
    (select stdin (_ bv3 32)))
  ;: 0x000000000000000FF
  (_ bv255 64)
  ;: 0x000000000000000F
  (_ bv18446612132498620416 64)))))
(_ bv255 64))
```

Listing 3: Part of KLEE’s assertion for Listing 1.
```
(= (_ bv55 8)
  (_ extract 7 0)
  (_ zero_extend 24)
  (select stdin (_ bv3 32)))
```

In general, assessing the difficulty of SMT queries is not an easy task. Even with a proper definition of the elusive concept of “difficulty” there may be no effective means of measuring it. We observe that, from a practical point of view, the essential property of an “easy” query is that the solver can answer it fast. Therefore, our approach is to run all symbolic execution engines on the same fixed paths in concolic mode and record the queries that are sent to the solver. We then run the solver on those queries in isolation and measure its response time. This allows us to assess the average solver effort for each tool on identical workloads, isolated from external factors like IR execution speed.

We measure the time taken by Z3 to solve all the logged queries of successful executions as per Section 5.1. The four symbolic execution engines install different versions of Z3 (see Table 1); for comparability, we picked one and used it for all measurements. We chose S2E’s build of Z3 because it is the most recent among the four, so we expect it to gracefully handle the queries generated by the other engines. Note that we deliberately do not set a timeout for individual queries: We are interested in how long a query would run to completion—i.e., its complexity—instead of just the time that it would be allowed to run in practice.

Figure 4 shows the query rates we measured, i.e., the number of queries that Z3 can solve in a fixed amount of time. We see that angr and Qsym exhibit lower query rates than KLEE, whose median rate is significantly higher. S2E’s queries fall into a range similar to KLEE’s (which is sensible because S2E is based on KLEE), but note that S2E’s median is considerably lower and more in line with angr and Qsym. In general, it seems that the three binary-based symbolic execution systems generate more difficult queries than the source-based system KLEE. Moreover, the observation that both KLEE and S2E issue relatively easy queries in many cases supports the notion that LLVM IR is beneficial for deriving SMT queries. However, we cannot rule out the possibility of KLEE generating simpler queries than the other systems due to implementation details; since S2E is based on KLEE, it would inherit the same advantage.

6 DISCUSSION

In this section, we interpret the results of our evaluation and discuss their significance.
6.1 Results
We have measured the impact of IR generation on code size, the suitability of different IRs for symbolic execution, and the complexity of the resulting SMT queries. In summary, we have found the following:

- For code size, the most important factor is whether IR is generated from source code or binaries. While source-based IR is often more succinct than machine code, binary-based IR tends to inflate the code by a factor between 3 and 7.
- We do not observe a significant difference in execution speed between LLVM bitcode and VEX IR that could not be attributed to implementation aspects. Qsym, however, gains a distinct advantage in speed by dispensing with a traditional IR and instrumenting machine code directly, at the expense of portability.
- When generated from machine code, LLVM bitcode and VEX IR lead to queries of similar complexity; queries derived directly from machine code are in the same range. S2E does generate simpler queries than angr and Qsym in some cases, but the median query rate is similar. Source-based IR, however, appears to reliably lead to simpler queries during symbolic execution.

Therefore, we are now in a position to answer our original research questions.

When source is available, should we generate IR from source code or binaries? We find that query complexity is lower when IR is generated from source code. Of course, we acknowledge that source code is not always available and that sometimes low-level information is exactly what one is interested in; therefore, there are good reasons for binary-based symbolic execution as well.

Does any IR perform better than others? We find that the level of abstraction of the IR is important for execution speed; in particular, executing machine code directly yields performance benefits. When comparing the “traditional” IRs, there is no observable difference between LLVM bitcode (generated from binaries) and VEX IR in our measurements; we believe that, for choosing one or the other, practical concerns such as API stability and the availability of language bindings are more important factors than the impact on symbolic execution.

To summarize, we show that the most important influence on query complexity is whether the IR is generated from source code or binaries, whereas execution speed is mostly affected by the level of abstraction of the IR, with raw machine code performing best. This creates an interesting tension in the design of symbolic execution engines: for highest execution speed, execution should be based on low-level instructions, whereas the best solver performance is achieved with queries generated from high-level code.

6.2 Future Work
Our study focuses on the speed of symbolic execution, and we argue that faster execution and SMT solving yield more exploration in the same time, thus increasing the probability of discovering vulnerabilities. An interesting direction for future work, especially in the context of combined fuzzing and symbolic execution, would be to assess the quality of new program inputs generated by symbolic execution. A measurable notion of quality should include factors like the resulting increase in code coverage, similarity to existing test cases (for easier bug triage), redundancy of test inputs, and “directedness” towards interesting pieces of code, among others. After finding a quantifiable definition of test case quality, one would have to develop a sound methodology to actually measure it; we believe that the results could be very interesting for the community.

In a similar vein, it would be interesting to evaluate what makes queries hard for a solver. We showed in our study that IR generated from binaries leads to harder SMT queries than IR generated from source code—what is the root cause of the difference in difficulty? Compiler optimizations come to mind as a possible source of complexity. However, we expect at least some of them to simplify reasoning about code rather than making it harder: for instance, when a multiplication is replaced with a bit shift during strength reduction, the optimization should not only speed up the program but also reduce the difficulty of the corresponding queries. A systematic evaluation of the sources of complexity in the queries that arise during symbolic execution might lead to IR generators that produce more “solver-friendly” IR.

Finally, in our study we have analyzed the impact of IR and IR generation on specific aspects of symbolic execution, but we have not evaluated the effect on the overall goal: how does the IR aspect impact bug discovery? While this is a highly interesting question, we believe that answering it is a hard challenge. The different symbolic execution engines use vastly different strategies to generate new test cases, involving different choices in the selection and configuration of the SMT solver, the caching and preprocessing of queries, the soundness requirements on the analysis, etc. Figuratively speaking, all the components of symbolic execution depicted in Figure 1 would introduce variables in such an end-to-end comparison. We would be delighted to see more modularization in this space: if the individual components of symbolic execution engines were interchangeable, measuring the impact of a single choice on the overall goal would become much more feasible.

6.3 Limitations
Comparing design decisions of symbolic execution engines in isolation is a complicated matter: we have discussed numerous ways for seemingly unrelated design decisions to threaten the accuracy of our measurements. And while we have invested significant effort to eliminate such noise from our experiments, there may be effects that we couldn’t fully remove. Moreover, some differences cannot be reasonably eliminated, such as the impact of the respective programming languages that the systems are built in. Finally, we have run our experiments on a limited set of test programs that may not be representative. We would like to explicitly encourage follow-up work that strives to identify remaining biases in the comparison of symbolic execution engines.

6.4 Remark: Programming Languages
We note in passing that the choice of programming language plays an important role in positioning a symbolic execution engine. For example, KLEE is written in C++, which gives it considerable performance advantages over angr, implemented in Python. However, we know from experience that modifying the former is much more
time-consuming than building on top of the latter; we attribute the difference to the different characteristics of the respective programming languages. There is, of course, no perfect solution; the ideal choice for a given project will vary depending on, among a lot of other factors, whether production use or experimentation and exploration are the main goal. However, we think it is important to consider such aspects upfront and to make a conscious decision.

7 RELATED WORK

To the best of our knowledge, the impact of the choice of IR and IR generation process on symbolic execution has not been studied before. However, our work builds on top of various previous results. In this section, we frame our study in the context of the current state of the art, focusing in particular on symbolic execution and intermediate representations for static and dynamic analysis.

7.1 Symbolic Execution

Symbolic execution lies on a spectrum between more rigorous approaches, such as model checking [18, 31], and techniques that sacrifice soundness for practicality, such as fuzz testing [17]. Apart from the four symbolic execution engines that form the basis of our analysis, namely KLEE [8], S2E [11], angr [38] and Qsym [43], each representing a design category as described in Section 4, several others have been proposed and implemented. Manticore [40] is similar in focus to angr and implemented in Python as well but does not use any intermediate representation. Triton [36] is based on dynamic binary translation, like Qsym. Mayhem [10], based on BAP [5], is the winner of the DARPA CGC competition (but not freely available, and BAP alone does not support symbolic execution in recent versions). SAGE [20] is a closed-source system developed by Microsoft, following a concolic execution approach. Inception [14], based on KLEE, is among the few symbolic execution engines with support for ARM, and it addresses the challenge of handling inline assembly in source-based symbolic execution. However, it targets microcontrollers that run their target software directly, without an operating system. This difference in focus renders it hard to compare to the four systems in our study. Finally, various other systems extend KLEE with additional functionality, e.g., localized vulnerability detection [33], support for floating-point arithmetic [13], parallel analysis [7], or state merging [24]. Recently, combining symbolic execution with fuzzing has been shown to hold great promise [39, 43].

Our study focuses on a particular aspect in the design and implementation of symbolic execution systems. In a similar spirit, previous work has focused on the choice of SMT solvers [29] and the impact of incremental SMT solving [27]. A recent survey by Baldoni et al. [1] covers the general subject area of symbolic execution, and Xu et al. survey challenges of the field [41].

7.2 Intermediate Representations

There are a variety of intermediate representations. LLVM bit-code [25], employed by KLEE and S2E, was originally designed for use inside compilers. VEX [28], used by angr, targets binary instrumentation and was conceived for the Valgrind framework. Others, such as REIL [26] and BIL [5] have been developed specifically for security analysis. Kim et al. [21] investigate the semantic correctness of lifters for many intermediate representations. Their work is orthogonal to ours: we assess the impact of the IR and the associated generation process on symbolic execution (presupposing correctness), while they focus on the semantic correctness of the IR generators.

8 CONCLUSION

We have presented a framework for comparing different symbolic execution engines and applied it to the question of how IR and IR generation impact symbolic execution. We believe that such systematic evaluation forms a much better basis for design decisions than anecdotal evidence or common belief. It is our hope that this study lays the groundwork for further comparison of specific design aspects in symbolic execution, ultimately leading to more principled decisions and, hopefully, more efficient systems.
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B ADDITIONAL MEASUREMENTS

This section shows measurement results that are complementary to those we present in Section 5. While they are not essential to our study, we assume that some readers will be interested in the additional data. Figure 5 displays the absolute execution times of our measurements of execution speed in Section 5.4. In particular, we see that angr consumes an order of magnitude more time than S2E. Figure 6 shows the execution rates; however, here we express them in terms of execution speed. Figure 7 visualizes the absolute number of queries generated during the measurement of execution speed.

![Figure 5: Absolute execution time during the measurement of execution speed.](image-url)
checks on every memory access and tests whether pointers may be null; Qsym only involves the solver when the control flow depends on symbolic data and defers any security checks to the fuzzer that is expected to run concurrently (see Figure 1).

C TESTED APPLICATIONS

Table 5 provides an overview of the CGC programs that we used for the experiments in Sections 5.4 and 5.5. When programs can be used successfully for the speed measurements in Section 5.4 but not for the assessment of query complexity in Section 5.5, the reason is often that the generated queries are so complex that the solver times out. (Recall that we do not set a timeout for individual queries when evaluating their complexity.)

In the inverse case, i.e., programs used to measure query complexity but not for execution speed, we encountered a few different cases: angr issues SMT queries for each input byte in every execution, independently of whether the data is used. In some cases, it never encounters instructions that operate on the symbolic input data, so that we do not include the program in the evaluation of execution speed; however, due to the behavior mentioned above, there are still queries whose complexity can be assessed. Moreover, we found S2E’s statistical counters to be lagging behind in some cases. In programs with very few symbolic operations, the counters may report zero, resulting in those programs being excluded from the speed measurements. Since we still see SMT queries, however, we include them in the experiments on query complexity.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Code size (LoC)</th>
<th>Used in</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Section 5.4</td>
<td>Section 5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CROMU_00020</td>
<td>414</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ Echo service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CROMU_00043</td>
<td>950</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Protocol-aware packet analyzer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KPRCA_00010</td>
<td>1,391</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ Visualizer for uncompressed PCM audio files in both the time domain and the frequency domain (with FFT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KPRCA_00011</td>
<td>1,497</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Simple movie rental service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KPRCA_00014</td>
<td>970</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Basic virtual machine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KPRCA_00021</td>
<td>1,896</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Parser for a custom JSON-like data format</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KPRCA_00022</td>
<td>1,442</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ Online job application form, modeled after web applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KPRCA_00023</td>
<td>1,667</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Online job application form, modeled after web applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KPRCA_00028</td>
<td>1,529</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Interpreter for a custom list-based programming language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KPRCA_00031</td>
<td>1,927</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Chat server with bots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KPRCA_00037</td>
<td>1,538</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Extractor of section and symbol information for CGC executables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KPRCA_00038</td>
<td>4,304</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Awk clone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KPRCA_00040</td>
<td>1,599</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Custom compression algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KPRCA_00042</td>
<td>1,769</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Simple movie rental service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KPRCA_00047</td>
<td>101,921</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Optical character recognition (OCR) engine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KPRCA_00053</td>
<td>2,387</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Blogging site</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRFIN_00001</td>
<td>647</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ SNMP-like service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRFIN_00004</td>
<td>706</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ Chat bots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRFIN_00007</td>
<td>3,873</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Simulation of mixing chemicals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRFIN_00011</td>
<td>1,351</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>A client for HTML-like documents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRFIN_00015</td>
<td>467</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ Stack-based virtual machine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRFIN_00018</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ Matrix arithmetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRFIN_00021</td>
<td>398</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Trading algorithm simulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRFIN_00023</td>
<td>1,752</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Electronic trading system for matching buyers and sellers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRFIN_00026</td>
<td>37,288</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ Packet parser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRFIN_00029</td>
<td>1,998</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>UTF-enabled file server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRFIN_00032</td>
<td>4,053</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Network protocol dissector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRFIN_00035</td>
<td>1,266</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>PLC simulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRFIN_00036</td>
<td>667</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ Personal finance management tool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRFIN_00038</td>
<td>2,166</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ Stateful session-based network service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRFIN_00040</td>
<td>1,766</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Regular language recognition and enumeration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRFIN_00041</td>
<td>1,446</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ Marine tracking system fashioned after AIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRFIN_00042</td>
<td>968</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ Memory as a service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YAN01_00011</td>
<td>398</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Word completion game</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YAN01_00012</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Stack-based virtual machine</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Details of the CGC programs used in our measurements of execution speed and query complexity.